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A New Classification for Art


0. Introduction

Three years ago I drew attention to the phenomenon that most efforts at classification have been in terms of verbal images. Visual images have been relatively neglected. Photographic archives of paintings typically have an author index and a primitive subject index. In some cases a search can be made under the names of individual gods, goddesses, etc. Van der Waal's Iconclass provides one of the first comprehensive lists of subjects and contents of visual images. The Canadian Heritage Information Network (CHIN) and the Getty Center's Art History Information Program (AHIP) are also working in this direction. In computerized form, these developments will allow a new degree of access to the subjects and contents of art.

These subjects and contents depend largely on the particular functions or goals of art in a given culture. Sir Ernst Gombrich's work has thrown much light on several of these functions, particularly, 1) mimesis, imitation or matching (*Art and Illusion*), 2) allegory or symbolism (*Symbolic Images*), 3) pattern or ornament (*A Sense of Order*). If one could identify all the chief functions of art, then these categories could be used for a new classification. This paper is a preliminary attempt in that direction. Seven basic categories are suggested: connecting, ordering, matching, systematizing, mixing, internalizing and externalizing.

1. Connecting

In so-called primitive cultures art aims at connecting visible objects with invisible powers. Here the gods are presented in the work of art itself rather than represented. To be recognized by members of the tribe or culture, the work of art needs some naturalistic
features. These are usually anthropomorphic, zoomorphic or some combination thereof. However, because the work of art aims at connecting natural objects with supernatural realms, it can never be fully realistic. If the pantheon of gods becomes too large it will undermine the powers attributable to any single god. Hence the goal of connecting leads to a closed repertoire of images, and usually involves preliterate cultures.

2. Ordering

Another fundamental goal of art involves ordering the world in terms of a recurrent pattern. In early cultures these patterns are usually organic (e.g. acanthus leaf) or geometric (e.g. menander pattern). Because the goal is to impose on the surroundings a set of readily recognized shapes, it also tends towards a closed repertoire of images, and especially in pre-literate cultures, where the patterns of art serve as integrating themes in the community.

In literate cultures the patterns are often based on verbal sources. These may be mythical, as in the Chinese tradition, in which the dragon is associated with the emperor and the phoenix with the empress, whence dragons and phoenixes become recurrent motifs in Chinese art. The verbal source may be literary, as in the Chinese tradition in which a pun on the word for happiness makes the bat a favoured motif. Or the verbal source may be religious as in Islam in which verses from the Koran become important motifs on the walls of mosques and other buildings.

3. Matching

In marked contrast to the above two goals, matching (also termed imitation or mimesis) aims to separate the outer from the inner world and focus on the outer world, which in turn stimulates an open repertoire of images. The goals of connecting and ordering involve presentation of an image which tends to fix expression in one medium, usually sculpture. The goal of matching involves re-presentation and thus invites images in various media. In its simplest forms matching represents the natural world directly as portraiture, representations of homo faber, homo ludens, wildlife, still life, townscapes and landscapes. There are, however, at least six other categories of matching which involve vision, anamorphosis, caricature, abstraction, explicit verbal sources and implicit verbal sources. Each of these will be considered in turn.

The goal of matching is inherently ambiguous. Is the aim to record objects as they are or to record what (we think that) we see? Some will insist that these two aims are synonymous. When discrepancies emerge between these aims the theory of vision nominally governs the practice of representation and every change in optical theory supposedly involves a change in painting practice.1 However, artists frequently follow only those aspects of theory that interest them or ignore theories altogether which leads to considerably more variations than provided for by formal theories of curvilinear and spherical perspective based on visual theory.
Anamorphosis is another form of matching. It involves systematic distortion to produce a reversible image which returns to normal when looked at from a specific point of view, as in the case of Schrot's portrait of Edward VI (London: National Portrait Gallery). Another kind of matching produce distortions which may not permit reversibility in a scientific sense but is calculated to remain recognizable, as in caricatures, in which essential features are usually exaggerated. Related is distortion through abstraction, as evidenced by various impressionist and post-impressionist paintings. Degas' Danseuse or Picasso's Figures au bord de la mer are examples. Matching can also involve the natural world illustrating explicit verbal sources. Mediaeval illuminated manuscripts provide obvious examples. This phenomenon also extends to other cultures as witnessed by illustrations to the Persian Shah-Nama, the Indian Mahabharata.

The most complex type of matching illustrates implicit verbal sources, which may involve i) common sources illustrating a) topoi, b) narrative and c) narrative as everyday life, as well as ii) uncommon sources. Matching with topoi illustrates themes such as the three Graces, the three ages of man, four seasons, seven planets and twelve months of the year.

Matching with narrative from common verbal sources is predominantly a Western development. The roots of this interplay have been traced back to Greek culture. In the Renaissance the development of printing gave an entirely new meaning to the notion of a basic or "classic text". Hence when it came to representing Paris and the Three Graces Domenico Veneziano and Rubens could assume that the story was known and could produce their own particular versions. The same occured in the case of the Bible. Whereas pre-literate artists were burdened with creating communality through the work of art and hence produced common images without surprises, Renaissance artists were free to create surprising versions of already common images. In the later sixteenth century the representation of narrative shifted to the context of everyday landscapes and life. Topics which once dominated the foreground, gradually receded into the background. For instance, the story of Adam and Eve might become an excuse for painting magnificent gardens.

This goes hand in hand with another trend whereby the purported subject is not to be taken literally. Sixteenth century painters often represented Mercury as if he really existed. Boucher's eighteenth century Venus, Mercury and Cupid shows the god's ankle wings delicately tied on by a string as if to show that this part of their anatomy is a conscious fiction. These parallels are the more interesting because they may well offer important clues for the development of secular painting. Hence themes such as the Seven Acts of Mercury, the Prodigal Son and the Calling of St. Matthew begin as strictly religious scenes and are slowly transformed into images of everyday life. Matching can also illustrate implicit uncommon verbal sources. These visual images were inspired by some verbal source which in the meantime has either been lost or forgotten. An artist might portray a scene with gods and goddesses the identities of whom are no longer known.
From the fifteenth century onwards, matching with its different versions involving descriptive texts, is complicated by the development of prescriptive theoretical texts, that is, so-called "how to do it" books. For a brief period it seemed as if texts on perspective would furnish rules for a scientific method of matching representations with originals and thus limit the artistic imagination. One might also have expected that the most important examples of perspectival space should have occurred in matching the natural world directly, thus producing early counterparts of photographic images.

The chief impact of perspective lay elsewhere. It opened up new horizons of artistic imagination in 1) the representation of regular, semi-regular and highly irregular solids, 2) the visualization of both realistic and fanciful ruins, townscapes and cityscapes and particularly 3) the illustration of idealized scenes and places described in the verbal images. Indeed the Bible inspired the greatest examples of Renaissance perspectival space. This claim can be restated in terms of four basic factors: A) Visual Work of Art, B) Visual Source in the Natural World, C) Descriptive Verbal Source (Bible, Classic Text), D) Prescriptive Verbal Source (Perspective Treatise, Anatomy Text, etc.). The particular contribution of the Renaissance can then be described as 1) making new links between A and C and 2) establishing links between A, B, C and D. In short, the secret behind the unprecedented proliferation of visual images in the West lies in the paradox that verbalization and visualization are twins.

4. Systematizing

A fourth goal of art involves a systematic combination of ordering and matching to create integrated artistic programmes involving whole contexts rather than just isolated pictures. Such systematizing characterizes most of the greatest achievements of Mediaeval and Renaissance art including the Sistine Chapel in which all the surfaces are part of a single artistic system.

5. Mixing

Whereas the goal of matching seeks to separate outer from inner world, mixing aims at fusing them. One strand of modern art has attempted to use mixing in visualizing implicit uncommon verbal sources or personal statements, showing a mixture of logical and psychological aspects of an artists experience. However, such paintings pose problems for viewers unfamiliar with the life history of a particular artist, which may well explain why visualizing explicit verbal sources in the form of deluxe illustrated books (les livres d'art, Malerbücher) has become a major art form in the twentieth century.

6. Internalizing

Parallel with this aim of mixing inner and outer images is another goal which focusses on inner images. In extreme cases artists strive to create images which are inspired strictly, from within and bear no recognizable connection with forms in the outside world. Some artists create panels calculated to arouse specific inner effects such as after images (op art). Others seek to record images from dreams and the unconscious realms of the mind.
7. Externalizing

Another goal aims to make the work of art as autonomous and external to the artist as possible. The paint throwing exercises in the tradition of Jackson Pollock, experimental art and happenings belong to this category in which chance becomes an important factor in artistic production.

8. Conclusions

Building on the approach of Sir Ernest Gombrich seven basic functions or goals of art were outlined: connecting, ordering, matching, systematizing, mixing, internalizing and externalizing. It was suggested why only the first two of these goals, connecting and ordering, tended to produce closed repertoires of images, whereas the other goals stimulated open repertoires of images. A contrast emerged between closed repertoires of visual images in non-literate societies and open repertoires in literate societies. A chief reason for these open repertoires was found, in an interplay between visualization and verbalization, which increased with the advent of printing.

Three years ago I lamented the absence of classification systems for visual images. For the reasons outlined above I am now convinced that visual images cannot be classified independently of verbal images. The categories have proposed are not final. They are intended to stimulate further study.
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Notes

Jnos Krpti, Chair. Comments on “A New Classification for RILM Abstracts” Ann Schuursma (Rotterdam). A year has gone by since Gen’ichi Tsuge’s position paper was read at the RILM. Commission meeting in Como, Italy. A discipline, I would prefer to keep it at the beginning of its own section, “Ethnomusicology and non-western art music” (retitled “Musical ethnography” in the Tsuge classification). This follows standard bibliographic practice and is similar to the “General” category of the. Current Bibliography and Discography section of the Ethnomusicology Journal. Incidentally, for the record, I would like to say that I do not agree with the change that. RILM has recently made in the “Ethnomusicology and non-western art music” heading. I. EXAM - new model for text classification that incorporates word-level matching signals into the text classification task. Historically, the problem of text classification was addressed by feature engineering and training simple classifiers such as linear regression models or Support Vector Machines (SVMs). As a classification task, text classification can be the multi-class “unique category for each text sample out of multiple classes and multi-label “categories. In recent years, deep neural networks have shown remarkable success also in the task of text classification. He proposed a new classification of insanity based upon symptoms when causation was unknown. He noted in his books that the operation of mind and body influenced each other. In October 2006, leaks from the network coordinator Ton F. van Dijk (a telejournalist for Netherlands 1) revealed that Lingo, in 2007, would move to public broadcasting. Brongniart introduced a new classification of reptiles and wrote several treatises on mineralogy and the ceramic arts. He also made an extensive study of trilobites and made pioneering contributions to stratigraphy by developing fossil markers for dating strata. Now one afternoon in the middle of the month of July, 1802, my cousin undertook a new classification of the insects in his bandboxes.